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ABSTRACT

Article History:

This paper presents a comparative study to find out the by comparing few already proposed models to find out the
maximum best possible convertor to help in extracting maximum power point from solar Photovoltaic Cells (PV).
This paper is study to find out a better model of solar array, DC convertor topology type (Boost and Buck type)
and at last a convertor analysis. On the basis of these analyses a better model can found and be put into practice
replacing the older versions. It is envisaged that the work can be useful for professionals for selecting an efficient
and simple PV convertor. Though these are not experimentally observed but their experimental results are
analyzed to put forth the final results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

2. Solar array selection

The increase in the consumption rate of energy can be compared with
the rate at which, say, nuclear reaction takes place. In spite of the
vivid range of sources available globally, the need is always ‘on’, to
either create new sources of energy or increase the efficiency of the
existing ones. One definitely has to take into consideration the amount
of energy going waste or remaining unused. The solar energy is one
such kind of energy whose major part remains unused, in spite of the
existing models of photovoltaic cells (Fig.1) and other solar energy
using panels. A photo voltaic (PV) energy conversion system may
employ a DC to DC convertor. In many applications it is
recommended to include a Maximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT) to
transfer the maximum available energy from the PV array to the load.
The difference between a conventional and a photovoltaic energy
source is that while in a conventional source, energy which is not
delivered to the load is not consumed and remains in the source, in
photovoltaic energy source the energy is wasted since it is available
for free. Therefore an MPPT is included in the PV system making it to
operate at its maximum power output. This paper is a comparative
study between different solar arrays and its convertor types.

In a quest to find out a device or circuit which can efficiently convert
the solar energy to equivalent current energy, we analyze the pros and
cons of different models. To start with, we begin by comparing simple
diode models.
2.1 Single diode Model
A single diode model (Fig.2.1) involves only three parameters namely
short circuit, open circuit voltage and the diode ideality factor. In this
the output of the current source is directly proportional to the intensity
of the light falling on the cell. The accuracy of this model is increased
by increasing the temperature dependent diode saturation current,
temperature dependent photo current and diode factor. From the
output curve (P-I and V-I characteristics) it is seen that it doesn’t gives
an accurate shape between the maximum power point and the open
circuit voltage because of the exclusion of resistance Rs.

Fig. 2.1. A simplified equivalent circuit of Single diode Model

2.2 Simplified single diode model (SSDM)
Fig. 1. A Simplified Equivalent Circuit of a PV Cell
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This is an improvisation of the single diode model. In this model an
additional shunt resistance Rp was seen to be included for taking into
consideration the effect of series resistance shown in Fig.2.2.
Although it was so accurate than that of the previous one, it
deteriorated at low irradiance levels.
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Fig 2.2. A Simplified Equivalent Circuit of a Simplified Single Diode
Model

2.3 Two diode Model
The two diode model was proposed keeping in mind the drawbacks of
above mentioned two, however is observed that this involves more
complexity in terms of number of parameters involved. This model
(Fig.2.3) is observed to have a better accuracy at low irradiance levels
which allowed for a more accurate prediction of PV system
performance.

transformer and its magnetizing inductance to perform the switching
operation whereas the latter uses a resonant circuit in order to carry
out the same. Discussing about the ZVS, during closed loop control
ZVS isn’t maintained for wide range of load variations, in spite of its
simplified circuit design. During the study it is said to be found that
the Active clamped full bridge isolated boost convertor is successful
in maintaining high efficiency for varying load conditions. The
increase in leakage current from magnetizing inductance during light
load condition results in increase in efficiency compared to the other
method. However at full load conditions both maintain equal
efficiency. There are some limitations for the following up for the
active clamped circuit too. This convertor has a limitation of main
switch’s duty cycle should be always greater than 0.5. Further the use
of HF transformer and a number of MOSFETs and IGBTs and diodes
makes the circuit look more complex and also encounters more
switching loss during light load condition if ZVS isn’t maintained.
The soft switching technique working with the help of a resonant
circuit (Fig. 4.2) suffers from no such limitations, However it doesn’t
offer ZVS for a wide range of load variations to during closed loop
control which leads to decrease in the efficiency at lower percentage
of loads. During open loop, the light load is unable to draw current
and hence he switching loss appears to be prominent. But going by the
attractive quality of active clamped to enforce the idea of reusability
makes it an eco friendly one.

Fig 2.3. A Simplified Equivalent Circuit of Two Diode Model

On comparing and contrasting different parameters involved in
determining the most suited diode model for practical applications, the
two diode model is expected to give better results than the other two.
As a result, the maximum power point can be tracked in an effective
way. However the study of experimental results pertaining to all
reveals that the simplified single diode model has comparable
accuracy levels and simple simulation structure, which helps in
consuming less time for simulations also. As a result the SSDM is
easy to study and to implement.

Fig. 4.1. Active Clamped Current Fed Full-bridge Rectifier

3. Convertor’s Topology type analysis
One has to really look into the application in which the convertor is
used, before selecting among the BOOST and BUCK types of
convertors. A buck convertor is generally used to lower the output
voltage and on the other hand the boost type topology is used to obtain
higher output voltages. In most cases buck type is more efficient.
Another difference among the two is that for the buck convertor there
are times where current is not flowing into input port, whereas for the
boost type current flows constantly into the input port. In spite of the
inherent efficiency of the buck topology in systems with conventional
sources of energy, the boost topology may be more suitable for PV
systems including a MPPT since the convertor operates at continuous
current mode extracting as much power as possible from the solar
cells. Hence the energy efficiency of the boost convertor may be
higher than for the buck convertor. If at certain conditions, one may
feel that the output voltage given out by the boost type is more than
the desired amount then, invariably buck is the one to choose for.
4. Convertor analysis
In present day scenario there are many new models or circuits
proposed for the functioning like a convertor. This part of the analysis
is between two of the already proposed soft switching techniques used
in PV applications. An extended range ZVS (Zero voltage sources)
active clamped current full bridge boost convertor has been done with
a soft switching boost convertor using an auxiliary resonant circuit.
The former uses the energy stored in the leakage inductance of the

Fig. 4.2. Soft Switching Boost convertor using an auxiliary resonant circuit

5. Conclusion
The increase in the number of electronic gadgets and human
population has demanded an increase in the sources of energy to meet
the daily survival. Experimentations and simulations have helped in
achieving the varied sources of energy, however one does not get to
know what and when to use for maximum output. In this paper a
comparative study has been done to find the usage of different already
present models of solar convertors by comparing and contrasting their
experimental results. This helps one in selecting a suitable convertor
topology, diode model and at last a good convertor for the required
system.
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